SOME PRESTIGIOUS FAN PROJECTS BY EMAK FAN INDUSTRIES INC.

SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS, MEDICAL INDUSTRY, FACTORY PROJECTS

- ÜSKÜDAR UNIVERSITY - ISTANBUL
- GIRESUN ESPIYE HOSPITALS - Part II
- GIRESUN HOSPITALS - Part I
- ERDEM HOSPITALS - ISTANBUL
- KAZIM KARABEKIR SCHOOL - ISTANBUL
- BIGADIC HOSPITAL - BALIKESIR
- KAYSERI TOMARZA HOSPITAL - KAYSERI
- MERSIN UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL - MERSIN
- BAHAR HOSPITAL – BURSA
- MTN HOSPITAL - TURKEY
- ADAN HOSPITAL - AL ADAN / KUWAIT
- AL SALAM HOSPITAL -KUWAIT
- JABRIYA UNIVERSITY FOR DENTAL MEDICINE - KUWAIT
- (SALWA SCHOOL) A MOHSIN M SHAHIN- KUWAIT
- ICDAS STEEL ENERGY PARTNERSHIP - ISTANBUL
- ETI MINE - BANDIRMA
- ECZACIBASI MEDICINE IND. – TEKIRDAG
- BRISA INC. - IZMIT
- GENKA ENERGY SYSTEMS INC. - VARIOUS FANS
- BOMBARDIAR TRANSPORT - ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS - ESKISEHIR
- MUSTFA NEVZAT MEDICINE IND. - VARIOUS FANS
- ATG ENGINEERING - MACEDONIA
- BAKPET FACTORIES - AZERBAIJAN
- WEGAF KFT. - HUNGARY
- ATLAS CARPET INC. - CORLU
- ISBIR SYNTHETIC WEAVING IND. - BALIKESIR
- BEKSA STEEL IND.INC. - IZMIT
- MEAT & FISH PRODUCTS INC. - SAKARYA
- LEVER COMPANY GROUP - VARIOUS FACTORY FANS
- TOYOTA SA - IZMIT FACTORY
- PASABAHCE KIRKLARELI GLASS IND. INC.
- ANADOLU ISUZU OTOMOTIVE IND. INC. - GEBZE
- AKADEMI OFSET - ISTANBUL
- BSH. PROFILO INC. - CERKEZKOY / ISTANBUL
- EFES PILSEN ERCIYAS BEER INC. - ISTANBUL
- COCA COLA INC. - ISTANBUL
- PEPSI KONNEKTAS INC. - ISTANBUL
- FRUKO / TAMEK FRUIT JUICE - ISTANBUL
- DIO MEDICAL INC. – DUDULLU / ISTANBUL
- ISKENDERUN IRON&STEEL FACTORY
- KARABUK IRON&STEEL FACTORY
- DHL WORLDWIDE EXSPRESS - ISTANBUL HEAD OFFICE
- KODAK NEAR EAST INC. - ISTANBUL HEAD OFFICE
- MOGUL TEXTILE - FACTORY VENTILATION - GAZIANTEP
- PLASSET MEDICAL EQUIPMENT - FACTORY VENTILATION - ISTANBUL
- EREGLI IRON&STEEL IND. INC. - ZONGULDAK
- ICDAS IRON&STEEL IND. INC. - ISTANBUL
- OZLER AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS / ADANA
- NETAS (NORTHERN TELECOMINICATION INC.) - ISTANBUL FACTORY FANS
- KIRKLARELI GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL - VARIOUS FANS
- SAINT JOSEPH-PRIMERY SCHOOL - KADIKOY / ISTANBUL
- ATACAN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS - KOZYATAGI / ISTANBUL
- KUWAIT UNIVERSITY (HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER) - SALMIYA / KUWAIT
- AL CHABA - CEMENT FACTORY - ALEPPO / SYRIA